Empirical mode decomposition as a tool to remove the function electrical stimulation artifact from surface electromyograms: preliminary investigation.
Rectification of surface EMGs during electrical stimulations (ES) is still a problem to be solved. The broad band frequency components of ES artifact overlap with the EMG spectrum, make this task challenging. In this study, we investigate the potential use of empirical mode decomposition (EMD) method to remove the stimulus artifact from surface EMGs collected during such applications. We hypothesize that the EMD algorithm provides a suitable platform for decomposing the EMG signal into physically meaningful intrinsic modes which can be used to isolate ES artifact. Basic EMD is tested on two signals - ES induced EMG and EMG of voluntary contractions added with simulated ES signal. The algorithm isolates the EMG from ES artifact with considerable success. Further, the EMD method along with the energy operator -TKEO gives even better representation of the EMG signal. However, some high frequency data was lost during reconstruction process. Hence, there is further need to investigate the relationship between the EMD parameters and stimulus artifact properties so that the algorithm can be optimized to reconstruct pure artifact free EMG signal with minimum lost of data.